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With the health of her husband, Geoff, rapidly deteriorating, Kathryn Leigh Scott couldn’t help
but see how little and isolated their world had become. Between caregiver and individual,
medical equipment and medicines, they begun to lose connection with friends, the outside
world, and even each other.Happy Hour.Therefore Kathryn created “ The road to goodbye had
become a lonely one. For a few hours every day, their master suite became a romantic, lively
space filled up with drinks, food, laughter, and music. These precious moments enlightened their
home and their hearts, and eventually, led Kathryn and Geoff back to one another.”Kathryn
transformed their house from a location of illness into a host to healthy goodwill where their
close friends could stop by.Filled with warmth, reflection, and authenticity, Kathryn’s story is as
much helpful information to gracious hosting as it is compassionate support for
caregivers.love.above all— For no journey is extremely bright as the main one willed with friends,
thoughts, and—
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Cheers to Kathryn and Geoff! After reading the first few pages today, I placed on some Artie
Shaw in tribute to "set the scene", as Geoff would state. I took my coffee out to the patio and
settled in to examine. The format was Amazon Kindle. Any potential guest could suggest arriving
by with beverages and food for a “Content Hour”, but all too often we deal with such visits as a
distressing obligation. It experienced to accomplish wonders for your spouse’s mental wellness
to relax in that kind of an atmosphere rather than bedroom that resembled a medical center
area.. How Kathryn and Geoff handled his analysis, though difficult at times, is an motivation to
all, whether you are coping with an illness, being a caregiver for a loved one, or simply living
your daily life . We will all encounter disease in some form inside our lives, to estimate Geoff
again in another of my favorite lines, " Look, this is life. Most of us get something. No-one gets
out alive." To be followed by how Kathryn ends the publication, quoting her friend, "We eke out
of life all we are able to while we are able to" reminding people to "enjoy every valuable
moment and take full advantage of the time we've together". Thanks a lot for the insight and
posting, it gives me hope that endings with grace and dignity are possible. A technique for
caregivers This reader was attracted to Happy Hours because I was a Dark Shadows fanatic,
producing Scott a favorite actress of my childhood. I especially appreciated that she discovered
a way to give a comfortable environment for organization to go to, truly enjoy one another, and
to say goodbye.Scott chronicles her problem as caregiver for husband because of his decline,
suffering from a neurological disease, and the reluctance of longtime friends and colleagues to
go to. She comes up with the thought of calling visits “Happy Hour”, not entirely alien to
husband's close friends and associates, short contacts lubricated by food and drink, rather than
depressing check out to invalid.This brief book is a “must read” for anyone who could become a
caregiver—anyone with a relationship—and also for those who are hesitant about going to the sick.
Kathryn includes a beautiful way of writing which makes you feel as if you are there.Scott's care
for her husband was informed with what Geoff himself had shared about caring for his deceased
earlier wife, and also by her own experiences as caregiver for her mother. I love the atmosphere
that you created in your home as well as your determination to insert some normalcy into
everyday lifestyle.. An Inspiring Story I received my duplicate from Goodreads giveaway.This
story of how Kathryn Leigh Scott, the writer, looked after her husband during his struggle with
Progressive Supranuclear Palsy, PSP, is actually touching. Kathryn encouraged their friends and
even family members to come and sit down with her husband throughout a amount of time in
which she called "content hour". She made sure that individuals were comfortable;And even
though it reads as a narrative, The Happy Hours is also a practical how-to information for various
other caretakers, conveying everything Kathryn taken care of, from room set up to drink
selections. This is probably the most touching stories I have ever read. I found the short tale
encouraging, motivating, and uplifting. I really like her tips and I can suppose her hubby, Geoff
Miller, was content even by the end. I hope to remember her words. Extremely touching memoir!
She brings to light the importance of keeping the patient active mentally and also physically
with the items and people that they are utilized to enjoying - whether it's meeting with their
friends and family, music, art, and also outside character adventures when feasible.The reader
may conclude this book will become repetitive or boring. I reflected back again to my own
mother's terminal illness, and wish we'd have done more Happy Hours together in an effort to
connect in a meaningful method with friends and family in the comfort of her own house.. Some
people simply don’t know what to state and don’t want to make the various other person feel
bad due to their own inability to transport on a conversation in sad situations. So they avoid the
individual entirely which makes them experience lonely and discarded. So awesome The happy

hours This quick insight in to the authors world was insightful and heart wrenching. In addition,
it allows people to cut apart after a short time if their feelings get the best of them. it offers an
atmosphere they are convenient in with refreshments to temporarily concentrate on or
complete the silences if necessary. There have been so many little things that the writer thought
of to permit her husband to keep up his dignity, independence, and privacy. This really is a great
concept if family members can easily devote enough time to setting up and caring for the
specific in this way. Thank you for sharing some of your Content Hours with us! After a member
of family was identified as having a potentially fatal disease I finally browse it. This is not a long
reserve, and having examine 'Last Dance at the Savoy', I am acquainted with the story. A novel
and life-affirming strategy for caregivers of the terminally ill. It had been extremely touching
how she helped to make her husband feel like and convenience during his last days. Eschewing
the most common awkward visits where family and friends members come to sit down silently
at what feels as though a loss of life vigil, Kathryn reimagined Geoff's sick area as a comfortable
bistro, warmly inviting friends into their house to enjoy a traditional "happy hour" with
beverages and light food, creating a celebratory atmosphere for everybody. she actually knew
when to give her husband and friends their privacy as stories of previous were shared. I
understand that if my end is definitely to come just how Geoff's do, after a sluggish and
protracted illness, I'm going to hand my partner this book and say, "I'd like this!"I received a
completed copy of the Kindle Single thanks to Grand Harbor Press via Goodreads Giveaways, in
substitution for my unbiased review... Once again, Kathryn Leigh Scott offers invited us in as
honored guests to share in her caregiving experiences. Good books I enjoyed this book. I have
been a enthusiast of Kathryn Leigh Scott since dark shadows. This Kindle Single details how
actress/author Kathryn Leigh Scott and her terminally ill husband, Los Angeles magazine
founder Geoff Miller, developed a novel method of normalizing, and in fact finding joy and
connection in Geoff's last days. An extremely thought provoking book I enjoyed reading this
book and I think others will enjoy it as well. An instant in our busy lives to avoid and reflect in
what is essential in a life. Beautiful suggestions to embrace the inevitable Just what a great book
to greatly help people refocus on enough time left before someone dies as opposed to the
ultimate outcome. This is why “Happy Hour” is indeed successful; Her capability to accommodate
the most basic need, social interaction, on her behalf husband was inspiring. Beautiful I
downloaded this book it hadn’t had an opportunity to read it.*I received this publication through
Goodreads Giveaways.. It gives me hope that should I be confronted with this same situation I
can become as gracious. I’m also grateful for the realization that there can be lovely memories
made amidst the pain of losing someone. Because of Kathryn for sharing their journey though
the bad and the good, and I am certain it will help numerous others who read it. The Happy
Hours... insightful Short, quick read, but beautifully insightful and a wonderful idea!. What a
great idea!.. It is a perfect solution for family and friends who want to stop in but by no means
know whenever a good period is or don’t wish to disturb any last unforgettable moments
between the core family members... Beautifully respectful &.A loving insight to caregiving for
everybody to savor. So many are coping with chronic illness and may use this sort of insight.
Whether caring for her hubby, Geoff, who was identified as having PSP (Progressive
Supranuclear Palsy) or arriving at terms with her strong, independent yet aging mother, Ms Scott
shares all the scenarios which make us nod our heads in acknowledgement while marveling at
her power and drive. It really is a quick examine really worth the hour..... Just what a gorgeous
and poignant story... Worry not, as it is brief.. illustrates how embracing close friends and fun
along with food and drinks is key to the quality of existence for both sides of the caregiving.

With her apt descriptions and warm frankness (with a wry twinkle), Ms Scott has a present of
bringing her tone of voice to her encounters and making a personal connection with the reader.
Finding joy in the pain The Happy Hours maintains a positive tone while conveying the brutally
honest challenges of caregivers. Her applying for grants keeping her husband socially involved
while also keeping her own marital bond is thought provoking. It is just because they're
acknowledged that I see this is not her first written function. I recommend this book if you are a
caregiver or includes a loved one or friend with a terminal illness. I gave this publication five
stars since it redefines end of life as an instant to be filled up with memories, pleasure and
expressed like rather than a slow excruciating slide from existence. The sheer imagination of
"The Happy Hours".
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